Components

Santos Recliner Chair And Foot stool
B 2x Wood brace

A 1x Foot stool

L

Simple Assembly Instructions

6893273
- Please keep for future refence 6893259
6893280

R

D 1x Chair

C 1x Wood base

Fittings
A 4 x Screw
M8x45MM

B 4 x Screw
M6x18MM

C 4xWasher

IMPORT ANT

M8x22MM

1.Read these instruction carefully and 3.Take all the fittings out of the plastic
familiarise yourself with the procedure bag and separate them into their groups.
before assembling the unit.

D 4 x Washer
M6x18MM

E 1x Spanner
M6

4.Ensure you have enough space to lay
out all the parts before assembly.
2.Check that you have all the component
5.To avoid scratching it is recommended
parts following the list on the back
that you assemble the unit on a soft
cover and familiarise yourself with
level
surface.
each part before proceeding.

Assembly Instructions

Assembly Instructions

Stage 1 - Fitting the brace

Stage 2 - Fitting the wood base
E
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1.Fix the wood brace R B with
screws B and washers D .

3.Fix the wood base C on the
wood brace B with screws
A washers C .
See fig.3.
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2.Fix the wood brace L B with
screws B and washers D .
See fig.2.
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Stage 3 - Back Rest Adjustment

Stage 4 - Finishing the Unit

This chair features a manual
reclining back rest.You need
to be sitting in the chair to
activate the features.

1.Adjust the knob E in counter
clockwise,then gently lean back
to choose a comfortable angle,then
adjust the knob E in clockwise to
lock it.
See fig.4.

1.Adjust the recliner to your
own requirements.

D
2.Finally carefully place the
unit in the desired location.
See fig.6.
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Ca re and Ma intenance

2. Adjust the knob E in clockwise
and lean forward.Then adjust the
knob E in clockwise to lock it.
See fig.5.

Safety
To avoid any risk of suffocation to animals or children dispose of the plastic
bags immediately.
Cleaning
As with all surfaces clean with a damp cloth and mild detergent ,do not use
bleach or abrasive products.
fig.5

Fitting
From time to time please ensure there are no loose screws on the product.
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